
Company Overview
The LABZ is a music collaboration platform that frees music creators from the complex
burden of song ownership data collection and registration. We integrate into their current
music sharing and songwriting workflow, collect data while creators collaborate, use that
data to register song ownership on a Blockchain and auto generate simple forms such as
a copyright and a split sheet.

To businesses that sell, distribute, collect royalties, use music, or even serve as an after-
the-fact metadata collector, 'The Labz'  is a trusted at-source metadata provider  that
decreases inconsistencies and collection process time for businesses that need at
source data.

Problem
Artists hold the responsibility of protecting their contributions to songs but there is no
easy way to transition from the creative process to the music business process of
owning the rights to their work. Currently the lack of song ownership data in 2017
resulted in $2.5B in unclaimed music royalties. 

 This Problem affects everyone who receives credit for a song (Artist (s), producers,
managers, publishing companies, right organizations) and all parties that hold the legal
responsibility of paying to rights holders (Streaming channels, movie studios labels,
brands, venues, TV, fans).

Highlights
Traction: 
Started Beta Oct 2018 
Launching in March 2019 @ SXSW
5000 B2C user signups (CAC $.05)
5 B2B contract signed value $250K. Customer segment: Teen Music        organizations,
University organizations, Artist Management  

Current B2B Pipeline $400M
Community Partnership $4M people: Recording Academy, Talent Agencies, Music
studios, Facebook groups, digital distribution platforms)  

Go-To-Market Strategy
Q1-Q4  Target B2B 

Music Business Conference x5

LinkedIn Advertising

Financial Info

Raising
$1.5M
Valuation
$3.5M

Location
Atlanta, GA, USA

Business Stage
Paying Customers

Business Type
Music, Technology

Meet the Team

FARAH ALLEN
CEO

Nael Alismail
CTO

 The Labz
Create. Collab. Protect

        

https://www.facebook.com/The-Labz-495036307520809/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-labz/about/
https://twitter.com/TheLabz_Tech
mailto:farahallen@thelabz.com
https://sparkxyz.io/projects/801/The-Labz/


Professional Organization Sponsorship   

What Makes Us Special
Our competitors are either, storage, reporting, or documentation companies but what
makes us different is that our platform's technology combines all of the above functions
within the workflow of the everyday song creators. Benefit to the artist- Owning work is as
easy as file sharing and text messaging. Benefit to businesses that need artist data?
Businesses longer have to track down artist for ownership data because as soon as a
song is done songs are sent ownership data. 
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